From Madi Holland to Everyone: kitchen tables inside each others' hearts WOW yes!

From Madi Holland to Everyone: Tell it! Dilo chico!!

From Madi Holland to Everyone: Chrome magnum!!

From Greyce Franco to Everyone: wow bello!!

From Laine Cidlowski to Everyone: Woo Franklin, you're amazing!!!!!! So talented and powerful!

From Nancy Molina to Everyone: The Gods within!!

From Madi Holland to Everyone: Wind mystic!!

From Greyce Franco to Everyone: pode ros!

From Madi Holland to Everyone: FIRE!! Imma burn some palo santo today!!

From Wendy Smittick to Everyone: Amazing!

From Annie Beall to Everyone: gracias Franklin!

From Kat Traylor to Everyone: Wonderful

From Madi Holland to Everyone: THANK YOU!

From Suzanna Jones to Hosts and panelists: Thank you, Franklin!

From Lydia Ruter to Everyone: <3 gracias!

From Madi Holland to Everyone: Absolutely fabulous, Thank you, Gracias.

From Madi Holland to Everyone: Incredible words!!

From Krista Berkey to Everyone: Wow! The hard work is so evident.

From Jill Levine to Everyone: Oh that was incredible and beautiful and inspiring!

From Madi Holland to Hosts and panelists: Thank you Franklin!

From Carolyn Love to Everyone: and What a human you are!

From Lucia Gonzales to Everyone: Amazing, Strong and Beautiful!

From Erika Barse to Everyone: That was beautiful, thank you for sharing your soul work.

From Madi Holland to Everyone:
You are incredibly gifted with language
12:17:56 From Lucia Gonzales to Everyone:
    Nice!
12:18:03 From Erika Barse to Everyone:
    Yes! Love it
12:18:03 From Madi Holland to Everyone:
    Mexica! yeah, one of the most creative indigenous group in Mexico.
12:18:17 From Madi Holland to Everyone:
    Thank you for that offering and invitation to reflect on your poetry,
    "what did you learn about me?"
12:18:32 From Lucia Gonzales to Everyone:
    Standing tall and strong. thank you!
12:18:37 From Madi Holland to Everyone:
    Perhaps the world's most famous early human ancestor, the 3.2-million-
    year-old ape "Lucy" was the first Australopithecus afarensis skeleton
12:18:51 From Franklin Cruz (elle/el, they/he) to Everyone:
    you're a nerd and I love you
12:19:22 From Maria Cocchiarelli-Berger to Hosts and panelists:
    Thanks Franklin, I loved your expression. I did a painting of Lucy
    when her remains were found called Lucy Screaming us back to the pasta I
    think you encapsulated it in work
12:19:46 From Madi Holland to Everyone:
    Terrel and Nate Brown = Power Players!!
12:22:11 From Erika Barse to Everyone:
    No sound unfortunately :( 
12:22:17 From Erika Barse to Everyone:
    Yes can hear it now!
12:22:18 From Violeta Garcia to Everyone:
    nope 
12:22:22 From Lucia Gonzales to Everyone:
    Can't hear 
12:22:23 From Greyce Franco to Everyone:
    can't hear 
12:22:24 From Madi Holland to Everyone:
    Can't hear him 
12:22:25 From Emily Fay to Everyone:
    We cannot hear Alex 
12:22:25 From Violeta Garcia to Everyone:
    I can't either 
12:22:26 From Tara Melinkovich to Everyone:
    still can't hear 
12:22:28 From Dalia Dorta to Hosts and panelists:
    Cant hear 
12:22:28 From Tracy Gomez to Everyone:
    can't hear 
12:22:29 From Madi Holland to Hosts and panelists:
    Cant hear 
12:22:31 From Amy Swiatek to Hosts and panelists:
    Can't hear him 
12:22:32 From Genesis Crump to Everyone:
    No Sound 
12:22:34 From Maria Cocchiarelli-Berger to Hosts and panelists:
    I can not hear Alex 
12:22:35 From Madi Holland to Everyone:
    We cannot hear Alex 
12:22:36 From Mariel Balbuena to Everyone:
    can't hear either
12:22:38 From Madi Holland to Hosts and panelists:
Can’t hear
12:22:38 From Tracy Small to Everyone:
No sound
12:22:39 From Laine Cidlowski to Everyone:
Maybe select English, I can hear him
12:22:39 From Alejandro Arrieta, Spanish Interpreter (El/He) to Hosts and
panelists:
The interpreter is unable to hear Alex’s audio
12:22:39 From houefa Akpamoli to Everyone:
can't hear.
12:22:40 From Angela Modesitt to Everyone:
No sound.
12:22:44 From Madi Holland to Everyone:
I can hear now
12:22:44 From The Colorado Health Foundation to Hosts and panelists:
Cant hear Alex
12:22:47 From Barb Van Hoy to Everyone:
I can hear
12:22:48 From Laine Cidlowski to Everyone:
Do you have English selected?
12:22:49 From Jill Levine to Everyone:
I can hear
12:22:51 From Erika Barse to Everyone:
I can hear him on the English channel
12:22:52 From Madi Holland to Everyone:
I can hear too
12:22:52 From Greyce Franco to Everyone:
he is on the English channel only
12:22:53 From Laine Cidlowski to Everyone:
I am able to hear
12:22:55 From Madi Holland to Everyone:
Please be sure that you select your preferred language
12:23:01 From Violeta Garcia to Everyone:
What language does he have?
12:23:14 From The Colorado Health Foundation to Everyone:
Please switch to the English channel.
12:23:30 From The Colorado Health Foundation to Everyone:
Hold on - a few tech issues.
12:23:39 From Spanish Interpreter - B Torres to Everyone:
Please click the Interpretation icon at the bottom of your Zoom screen
and you’ll be able to select your language there
12:24:22 From The Colorado Health Foundation to Everyone:
It seems that closed captioning is not working at the moment. We are
continuing to look into it.
12:25:21 From Barb Van Hoy to Everyone:
When Yesenia began speaking in Spanish I did hear the interpreter over
her for a bit.
12:25:33 From Alejandro Arrieta, Spanish Interpreter (El/He) to Everyone:
ENGLISH:
Must select English interpretation unless fluent in all languages
present.
1) Click on globe icon - Language Interpretation (or three dot menu
that says more)
2) Select English
3) Click on Mute Original Audio
12:28:15 From Lucia Gonzales to Everyone:
    I appreciated all your thoughts Terrell.
12:30:24 From Alejandro Arrieta, Spanish Interpreter (El/He) to Everyone:
    ESPANOL:
    1) Seleccione el icono terrÁ;queo - el globo/mundo para escuchar
       interpretacion, o el menu con 3 puntos para seleccionar Interpretacion de
       lenguajÁ;.
    2) Elija Espanol
    3) Ponga el Audio Original en silencio
12:31:30 From The Colorado Health Foundation to Everyone:
    We encourage you share your thoughts and questions in the 'chat' to
everyone. Thanks!
12:32:15 From Madi Holland to Everyone:
    Well said Alex
12:32:53 From Erika Barse to Everyone:
    Best drug of all is confidence. <3
12:32:58 From Madi Holland to Everyone:
    As an organizer in Pueblo I feel SEEN.
12:33:27 From The Colorado Health Foundation to Everyone:
    Les animamos a que envÃ©n sus pensamientos y preguntas a Todos usando
    los mensajes de Chat. Gracias!
12:33:40 From Lucia Gonzales to Everyone:
    I heard you claiming our power, space, location... is powerful and we
    should continue to remind ourselves on this-Nice Alex
12:34:58 From Lucia Gonzales to Everyone:
    Yesenia- Appreciated the ideas that the need to create change is in
    knowing others and through collectiveness.
12:35:49 From Greyce Franco to Everyone:
    sending you love Yesenia!
12:36:23 From Laine Cidlowski to Everyone:
    Thank you, Yesenia, for stepping into you power!
12:36:28 From Benjamin Anderson to Everyone:
    Yesenia, thank you for your courage and vulnerability
12:36:28 From Violeta Garcia to Everyone:
    Yes! Yesenia. It’s about finding the power within and expressing that
    power. When I hear empowerment sometimes it comes across as something that
    has to be given.
12:36:29 From Madi Holland to Everyone:
    ..You are emPOWERed. Knowledge is power yes.
12:36:34 From Emily Fay to Everyone:
12:36:53 From Alejandro Arrieta, Spanish Interpreter (El/He) to Everyone:
    ENGLISH:
    If you cannot hear someone, please make sure to select the language of
    your preference even if that is English for you.
12:36:54 From The Colorado Health Foundation to Madi Holland and all
    panelists:
    Are you using the English channel?
12:36:58 From Mariel Balbuena to Everyone:
12:37:07 From Kat Traylor to Everyone:
    I feel that to my core.
12:37:08 From Alejandro Arrieta, Spanish Interpreter (El/He) to Everyone:
    Must select English interpretation unless fluent in all languages
    present.
1) Click on globe icon – Language Interpretation (or three dot menu that says more)
2) Select English
3) Click on Mute Original Audio

12:37:36 From Franklin Cruz (elle/el, they/he) to Everyone:
^^^yup

12:37:45 From Lucia Gonzales to Everyone:
Thank you Mona for also having the power to understand we need to know our weaknesses/know yourself before empowering others... Not sure if I used the best words.

12:38:04 From Madi Holland to Everyone:
Dignity + hope!

12:39:24 From Kat Traylor to Everyone:
As people of color we need to ensure we are no longer asking for a seat at the table. Instead, we show up and have a seat.

12:39:32 From Maria Cocchiarelli-Berger to Everyone:
This is a question for the whole panel. I respect what you all are doing for your communities. Do you have any suggestions to how we as compassionate people stop the war on women and children by the GOP. The numbers show that a majority of voters are in favor of gun control and women freedom over there bodies and yet the Courts keep voting against us.

12:39:42 From Madi Holland to Everyone:
Or create out own table and invite others to it.

12:39:56 From Franklin Cruz (elle/el, they/he) to Everyone:
I like to think we need ecosystems not tables

12:40:09 From Sarah Johnson to Everyone:
You are so right on that, Franklin.

12:40:38 From Sarah Johnson to Everyone:
Even a big table has a limited number of seats

12:40:56 From Nancy Molina to Everyone:
From my experience, I had to focus on my healing and continue to heal...its a journey. It's my belief that we all need healing from this oppressive society.

12:41:21 From Madi Holland to Everyone:
Ah that is a great image so clearly stated.

12:41:40 From Lucia Gonzales to Everyone:
Maria: Yes. Empower the populations who the GOP have been marginalizing even more and preventing from having a say about their own health.

12:41:42 From Madi Holland to Everyone:
How can we affirm AND collaborate with other leaders for collective impact without falling into scarcity mindsets (which is set up to keep us at odds)?

12:43:03 From Franklin Cruz (elle/el, they/he) to Everyone:
madi showed up!

12:43:04 From Benjamin Anderson to Everyone:
Good to see you Terrell, you are doing great work in Colorado Springs.

12:43:25 From Taryn Fort (she/her), Colo. Health Fdn to Hosts and panelists:
How can we affirm AND collaborate with other leaders for collective impact without falling into scarcity mindsets (which is set up to keep us at odds)?

12:43:26 From Madi Holland to Everyone:
Agreed, he definitely is!
Terrell your collaborative spirit has revitalized neglected recreation spaces, a vacant schoolhouse and catalyzed children, youth and neighborhood connections!

12:43:59 From Melissa Jensen to Everyone:
Can't hear Alex

12:44:05 From Madi Holland to Everyone:
How can we affirm AND collaborate with other leaders for collective impact without falling into scarcity mindsets (which is set us to keep us at odds)?

12:44:17 From The Colorado Health Foundation to Everyone:
Melissa - please select English under interpretation

12:44:43 From The Colorado Health Foundation to Everyone:
ENGLISH:
Must select English interpretation unless fluent in all languages present.
1) Click on globe icon - Language Interpretation (or three dot menu that says more)
2) Select English
3) Click on Mute Original Audio

12:45:17 From Franklin Cruz (elle/el, they/he) to Everyone:
it's almost homo sapiens are worthy of dignity

12:46:34 From Benjamin Anderson to Everyone:
We have to collaborate without being territorial with our missions and goals.

12:47:49 From Madi Holland to Everyone:
Yes Pastor Ben!

12:48:11 From Kevin Patterson to Everyone:
1000 1:1 in 90 days awesome

12:48:53 From Madi Holland to Everyone:
absolutely!

12:48:58 From Madi Holland to Everyone:
Yes, Yesenia - the scarcity narrative is intentionally leveraged. Shifting to a story of abundance - there is enough on this abundant planet for us all to thrive.

12:50:53 From Alejandro Arrieta, Spanish Interpreter (El/He) to Hosts and panelists:
I am more than happy to rejoin w a new link if necessary. Host might be able to go in and just delete Alex as interpreter. Otherwise, please let me know if I should re join

12:52:41 From Melissa Jensen to Everyone:
Is there a Health Sector Partnership in your area? We are a part of the Northern CO HSP.

12:52:42 From Nancy Molina to Everyone:
@Madi, I love that!!

12:54:12 From Nancy Molina to Everyone:
Alex, I love the idea of a regional coalition!! In the San Luis Valley, we are in the process of creating a regional health equity coalition and I'd love to see an expansion to other parts of the state that has similar issues that we do.

12:54:14 From Madi Holland to Everyone:

12:55:37 From Madi Holland to Everyone:
How do funders/philanthropy help/hinder your power building efforts? What can funders do more of? Less of?

12:56:06 From Laine Cidlowski to Everyone:
^^great question Madi!

12:56:21 From Madi Holland to Everyone:
This has been wonderful thank you so much!
Building a bench! Love it.

Small wins...community organizing's role...love this!

Yes!! Run!!

We need to make a commitment to shift power...Our youth need strong and brave role models and mentors to look up to...

13:01:40 From Madi Holland to Everyone:

I love that comment Mona - "want to see each other succeed" - that is essential.

13:02:07 From Violeta Garcia to Everyone:

13:02:14 From Mariel Balbuena to Everyone:

13:02:32 From Madi Holland to Everyone:

When you succeed, I succeed!

Elizabeth is amazing. Much needed change.

13:06:25 From Franklin Cruz (elle/el, they/he) to Everyone:

General operating support is essential.

13:07:04 From Franklin Cruz (elle/el, they/he) to Everyone:

what's the non-profit equivalent of "not all skin folks are kin folk"

13:08:15 From Benjamin Anderson to Everyone:

Be more of a partner in the work and become a collaborative partner which assists nonprofits in creating that power in community.

Please share your thoughts and questions - want to hear what you're thinking.

13:09:18 From Madi Holland to Everyone:

13:09:24 From Madi Holland to Everyone:

Soxxx true Alex!!

13:09:28 From Mayra Lopez to Everyone:

13:09:32 From Kat Traylor to Everyone:

Whew! So true

13:09:37 From Madi Holland to Everyone:

"TRUST! We can solved our own problem!"

13:09:47 From Madi Holland to Everyone:

Yes!

13:09:53 From Mariel Balbuena to Everyone:

Financial investment supported by collective responsibility, community-led initiatives and trust!

Yes! Representative leadership. Each one of the panelists represent a shift in sector leadership!

I would love to see a more equitable model, especially in small rural communities. I know we've felt left out because of capacity or band with issues...

We need a convener who can bring us all together - nonprofits and funders. We may not all know who is out there to work with!
Nancy you're right. It's a blind spot for many

13:13:47 From Theresa Answlmo to Everyone:
    Alex - what is that bill number please!

13:13:53 From Shelby Swan to Everyone:
    Celebrating this HUGE win Alex!!
13:13:57 From Kat Traylor to Everyone:
13:14:33 From Nancy Molina to Everyone:
    @Alex, I'd love to follow up about the water issue with you...as well
    as other issues.
13:14:59 From Madi Holland to Everyone:
    Healthy river systems and improve community water security while
    providing certainty to water users. SB23-270

13:15:18 From Benjamin Anderson to Everyone:
    We purchased property to create a Community Investment Trust to
    decrease the wealth gap for our residents.
13:16:14 From Franklin Cruz (elle/el, they/he) to Everyone:
    dang 98%!
13:16:19 From Franklin Cruz (elle/el, they/he) to Everyone:
    that major
13:16:36 From Tracy Gomez to Everyone:
    That's amazing thank you for the work you do Mona
13:17:14 From Madi Holland to Everyone:
    I am with West Mountain Regional Health Alliance serving Pitkin,
    Garfield, and Eagle counties. Right now we have 3 regional coalitions that
    we are continuing to build. LatinX coalition, coalition to end homelessness, and
    a coalition for food and nutrition security. We are always looking to connect
    with more organizations and community members to make a regional effort of
    change. If anyone in the Roaring Fork Valley in this meeting would like to
    collaborate :)
13:17:50 From Madi Holland to Everyone:
    amazing!
13:18:11 From Madi Holland to Everyone:
    Thank you all for the work you are doing, these stories are amazing!!
13:18:25 From Violeta Garcia to Everyone:
    I have 18 girls who need running shoes in case anyone has a contact.
13:18:32 From The Colorado Health Foundation to Everyone:
    Karen McNeil-Miller, KMcNeilMiller@ColoradoHealth.org
13:18:33 From Madi Holland to Hosts and panelists:
    Love this question, yes please
13:18:36 From Madi Holland to Everyone:
    alllll the advice please
13:18:50 From Jill Levine to Everyone:
    Thank you all - the work you're doing is incredible!
13:19:04 From Kat Traylor to Everyone:
    This panel is both and inspiration and a reminder we are not alone.
13:21:17 From Melissa Jensen to Everyone:
    Absolutely, Alex - AMEN! I encourage all of you to reach out to the
    Area Health Education Center in your region for collaborative partnerships in
    health programming and pathways for underrepresented populations.
13:22:42 From Madi Holland to Everyone:
    Yes Mona! How are you all taking care of yourselves for the long haul?
13:23:15 From Gena Burson to Everyone:
    Good advice!
13:25:52 From Lucia Gonzales to Everyone:
    Thank you everyone.
13:26:47 From Maggie Gomez to Everyone:
    Thank you for your leadership, Yesenia and all!
13:27:03 From Madi Holland to Everyone:
Great conversation....time well spent today. Thank you!
13:27:15 From Madi Holland to Everyone:
Thank you all so much!
13:27:44 From Madi Holland to Everyone:
Thank you all for making our state more equitable!
13:28:08 From Madi Holland to Everyone:
Ooh, I got someone for you Terrell Brown.
13:29:00 From The Colorado Health Foundation to Everyone:
Thank you all for joining us today. There's a post event evaluation - would love to hear from you.
13:29:36 From Mariel Balbuena to Everyone:
Muchas gracias! Thank you very much!
13:29:43 From Barb Van Hoy to Everyone:
Thank you all! For sharing and doing your powerful work!
13:29:52 From Madi Holland to Everyone:
Great perspectives! Very hopeful!
13:30:05 From Madi Holland to Everyone:
Thank you!
13:30:05 From Madi Holland to Everyone:
thanks all!
13:30:09 From Nadine Nahimana to Everyone:
Thank you
13:30:10 From Madi Holland to Everyone:
wonderful thank you